Disclosure - Influencer Referral Promotion
Eligibility
This Influencer Referral Promotion “Promotion” is offered by Folionet Financial LLC
(“Folionet”). The Promotion is open to legal U.S. residents and non-U.S. residents
(“Entrants”), who are at least 18 years of age and the age of majority in their jurisdiction
and country of residence. Entrants (also known as “followers”) must enter through a web
hyperlink (“Link”) provided by the Influencers to create a New Folionet Account (see
details below). Folionet will provide a unique personal identifiable Link to each Influencer
seeking to participate the promotion.
Terms & Conditions
Important Dates: Promotion starts on 01/01/2021 at 12:00 PM (EST). Promotion ends on
12/31/2021 at 12:00PM (EST).
This Promotion allows Influencers to invite its Followers to sign-up for a New Folionet
Account and their efforts of client solicitation are limited to just sharing a Link. An
“Influencer” is an individual, who communicates through social media platforms, and who
may have the power to affect a decision of others because of their (real or perceived)
authority, knowledge, position, or relationship.
The objective of the Promotion is for Influencers to invite their Followers to open a New
Folionet Account and for them to obtain a cash bonus (“Bonus”) in return. Whenever
Influencers refer followers under the Promotion, any additional statements made, of which
are not provided by Folionet, about our brokerage accounts, must be consistent with the
content and materials we provide, accurate, factually supported, and not misleading.
A " New Folionet Account " is a new individual Folionet account opened by the Follower
and properly funded with no less than $100 in cash, securities or combination of both.
Subject to the terms and conditions specified in the promotion, for each New Folionet
Account, Folionet will credit up to $10 in cash (“Bonus”) to the Influencer’s Folionet
account. See Folionet fees at https://www.folionet.com as other account costs may apply.
The Bonus is one-time, flat and nominal amount, and not related to trading activity or
assets in the account. The Influencers will not have any type of access or information to
the Followers Folionet accounts.
To be eligible for the Bonus, the Followers referred by the Influencers must use their Link
to complete the account opening process. The Bonus will be credited only if the referred
Folionet account is approved and if the Follower funds the account within a one-month
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period after opening; otherwise no Bonus is offered. The Bonus will be credited to the
Influencer’s accounts within 30 days after the Follower has funded the account.
If the Follower closes the Folionet account before one month of opening, or makes an
investment that results in a chargeback, that person will not qualify for the promotion.
Folionet reserves the right to restrict or revoke this offer at any time. Bonus amount
subject to change at the discretion of Folionet.
Folionet is not responsible for incorrect entry or other failure on the part of Followers to
meet standards of a New Folionet Account. Influencers cannot earn the Bonus for
referring individuals who currently have a Folionet account or for individuals who have
been referred by someone else.
The Account Agreement (“Agreement”) with Folionet governs the relationship with all
parties and these terms and conditions herein do not in any way amend, supersede,
change or replace your Agreement. This promotion is non-transferrable. Influencers
should not publish or distribute their Link in locations where the audience is likely to
include individuals they do not know, who do not know about investments or who may not
be interested.
Folionet reserves the right to terminate this Promotion at any time, to limit the Bonus
amount, and to refuse or recover any promotion award if it determines that it was obtained
under wrongful or fraudulent circumstances, that inaccurate or incomplete information
was provided in opening the account, or that any terms of the Account Agreement have
been violated. Folionet reserves the right to suspend, cancel, terminate or modify this
Promotion and/or these terms and conditions at any time in its sole discretion. Influencers
are deemed to be aware of and bound by such changes by continuing to provide access
to or participation in the Promotion. If Influencers do not accept such changes, their sole
and exclusive remedy is to cease participation in the Promotion.
In referring Followers to open a New Folionet Account Influencers are acting on behalf of
Folionet and under the supervision and control of Folionet and hereby agree to perform
duties under these terms and agreements in a manner consistent with the instructions of
Folionet. Influencers agree to limit the information provided in connection with the
Promotion to this agreement. Influencers agree that their participation in Folionet will
conform to the terms contained herein as well as the U.S. securities industry regulations.
Influencers hereby represent that: 1) they are not currently the subject of any investigation
or proceeding which could result in statutory disqualification; and (2) they do not provide
investment advisory services, solicit, meet with, or otherwise communicate with clients. If
Influencers cannot accurately make the preceding representations, they may not
participate in this Promotion. If they are currently participating in the Promotion and the
preceding representations become inaccurate, Influencers agree to immediately contact
support@folionet.com.
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Additional Disclosures
Persons of unaffiliated U.S. securities firms (broker-dealers or investment advisors) are
not eligible to participate. The promotion is subject to all applicable federal, state, and
local laws.
All communications with Folionet is via email. Influencer acknowledges and accepts that
the followers they refer will be able to tell that you have a Folionet account.
Folionet does not provide tax or legal advice. The value of the Bonus may be taxable
income to you. You are responsible for any federal or state taxes resulting from receipt of
such cash. Please consult your tax and/or legal advisor if you have questions about the
tax treatment of funds received while taking advantage of this Promotion. Please carefully
review our Account Agreement, Privacy Policy, among other disclosures before
participating in this Promotion at https://folionet.com/disclosures-agreements/.
Folionet is a service mark of Folionet Financial LLC., 1221 Brickell Ave. 9 th Floor, Miami,
FL 33131.
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